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It is becoming more and more clear that architectural design
is a crucial step in building complex software. Architectural
design involves the first and most crucial design decisions to
meet the expected quality attributes [1]. Dealing with con-
cerns that influence important quality attributes asks for an
architecture-centric approach. In this paper we propose archi-
tectural concerns as basic concept for such architecture-centric
approach and discuss possible ways of representing architec-
tural concerns.

Software architecture and concerns
The requirements and the domain model describe the problem,
software architecture is the solution to the problem. The soft-
ware architecture defines the general structure of the system
(the solution) to meet functional requirements and satisfying
essential quality requirements (the problem).

Concernsin software systems are in essence ’issues impor-
tant for the stakeholders of the software system’. The software
architect, being an important stakeholder and responsible for
building the software architecture, will have his own set of es-
sential issues. From thisarchitectural concernsare defined as
’the concerns of the software architect’. Example architectural
concerns could be coordination between distributed entities or
security guarantees of the system.

By narrowing down the definition to ’concerns of the ar-
chitect’, there is a distinction between requirements and ar-
chitectural concerns: requirements describe the problem, ar-
chitectural concerns are issues of the solution. There is no
perfect alignment between requirements and architectural con-
cern, because the concerns of a software architect are not only
influenced by the requirements but also by the solution strat-
egy. Thus a single architectural concern will contribute (posi-
tively or negatively) to the fulfillment of several requirements.

Representation of architectural concerns
Until now only the definition of architectural concerns has
been discussed. Another important issue is how architectural
concerns can be represented to prevent scattering and tan-
gling [8] of the representation of an individual concern (and
thus allow good separation of concerns). Architectural con-
cerns can be represented in several ways, depending on the
complexity of the concern (e.g. amount of software entities,
relation complexity) and the goal of the architect. Moreover,
the representations do not fully exclude each other. Some pos-
sible ways of representing architectural concerns are:

1. Component aspects
2. Instantiated architectural patterns
3. Architectural views

1. Component aspects are a logical extension of code level as-
pects [8, 11, 2]. Component aspects are well suited to modu-
larize solutions in asingle aspect componentwith similar char-
acteristics as components and within asingle viewpointon the
system. Examples from literature are [12, 13, 10].

2. Architectural patterns are solutions with well known
properties, involvingseveral software entities and the relations

between them. Instantiating patterns permits for identifying
solutions in isolation and composing those solutions to build
the final software. Architectural patterns are typically used
within a single view. Patterns are useful when well known so-
lutions exist. Care should be taken in combining the patterns
to prevent interference between them, both for functional as
for quality attributes [5].

3. An architectural description uses several architectural
views [9, 4]. Such a view is a partial description of the soft-
ware architecture from a certain perspecive, to emphasizing
certain facets of the solution as clear and as concise as pos-
sible while deemphasizing and ignoring other facets. Each
view uses some style, providing the set of abstractions that
can be used in the view (software elements, externally visible
properties and relationships between them [1, 5]). Compared
with the previous approaches, views inherently involvemulti-
ple viewpointson software architecture and typically involve
many software entities and relationsto each other.

Architectural views are our main interest for two reasons.
(1) Using views to represent concerns is close to current prac-
tice in software architecture, views have been introduced to
represent different stakeholders concerns and different types
of structures. Architectural views could be seen as an MD-
SOC [14] mechanism on architectural level [7, 6]. But the
current notion of software architectures lacks a structured way
to describe non-trivial relationships between views. Some
implicit, informal or simple relationships (e.g. one-to-many
of software elements) may be feasible for typical styles like
component- connector and module-decomposition, there rela-
tion is common knowledge in software engineering. But sim-
ple relations are insufficient for new types of views (contain-
ing an architectural concern) having non-trivial relationships
and probably intefering with other views. We believe that new
mechanisms are needed to describe the composition of archi-
tectural views (for architectural views) and to translate those
views to detailed design. In this context, we provided an ini-
tial sketch for State-based join-points [3] to describe the rela-
tion between the ’coordination’ architectural concern and the
remainder of the application.

(2) We believe architectural concerns show interesting prop-
erties to represent more ’coarse grained’ architectural con-
cerns. There could arise some confusion because architec-
tural views do not formally ’modularize’ concerns, architec-
tural views are not ’modules’ of the final software system! But
notice that the description of different architectural concerns is
fully separated (thus tangling and scattering of representations
is prevented) and the different architectural concerns can be
recomposed to make up the final software architecture, clearly
a mechanism of separation of concerns.

Kand́e et al. [7, 6] describes one possible way of using
architectural views to describe concerns, called Perspectival
Concern-Space (PCS). PCS is an interpretation of the IEEE-
Std-1471 and uses an extension of UML to describe concerns.
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Many open questions regarding the nature of architectural
views to represent architectural concerns remain open, e.g.:

1. Which architectural concerns should be described as
views?
2. How do new architectural views relate to the classical
views like module decomposition, component and con-
nector, ...?
3. What concepts of AOSD apply on architectural level?
Weaving architectural concerns? Architectural join-
points? Aspects? Or should join-points being described
in a radical new way?
4. How do architectural concerns relate AOSD techniques
of design and implementation?
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